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TAITO CORP.
Publisher:
Degica, TAITO CORP.
Release Date: 25 Mar, 2019
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Minimum:

OS: Windows7/8.1/10 (64bit)

Processor: 2.0 GHz+

Memory: 2 MB RAM

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 400 MB available space

Additional Notes: Limited Offline Play (Steam login required every 7 days)
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Not worth it. Gets boring as wave shooters are just that boring..... You play as a dude with jetpack and flamethrower who has to
pick up chicks and kill slimes. Not a fan.. Great concept, and I love the photography and art work, BUT...

Ridiculously unfair for survivors. So many traps or other cards instantly kill a survivor. Some can be negated by your own cards,
but only if you were lucky enough to have them in your hand AND had the supplies to play them at the right time. There's
nothing worse than seeing your two best survivors blow their own heads off consecutively due to "Backfire" traps you weren't
able to negate... (happened twice now to me) Meanwhile the Fallen are overrunning you. It just isn't fun for me at all to play as
the survivors. Winning can be done, but pray to RNGesus and hope you start winning some before you get too frustrated. Queue
the "get good" comments and thumbs down...

Edit: Removed comment about a bug that has apparently been fixed now.

Edit 2: As mentioned in the comments, I don't think the game is bad, I just found it more frustrating than fun. It just wasn't my
kind of thing in the end.. SUMFOLKSABAWN, MEHHHHHHHHHD TA WAVEDAFLAG,
MM DEY REHWHIENBLOOO

ANWHENDABANPLAYS, HEIIIIIIIIIIIIILTODACHEEF,
MMM DEY POINDACANONAYOOOO, LAWD

ITAINTME, ITAINTMEEEEEEE
IAINTNOSENADASAWN, SAWN

ITAINTME, ITAINTMEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE
IAINTNOFOTUNATSON, NAW
. I really wanted to give this game positive review, I played it and kept saying '5 more minutes, maybe it'll get better soon'. Well
it didn't.
Toki Tori (previous game) was the game I enjoyed playing, levels were interesting and difficult as hell, graphic was cute and
pleasant. I thought Toki Tori 2+ will be similar and give me more hours of brain exercise. I feel quiet screwed because it's
nothing like Toki Tori.

I don't recommend this game for people who expect puzzle game. Maybe if you have a children they might enjoy it.
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A great game!
From the start story really sucks you in.
Art is amazing and gameplay is good and solid!
Reminds me of old-school games.. The game looks pretty good and since I had nothing better to do I played pretty far. But when
I had to play the same map 100 times over and over again to advance it bored me out really quick.

Nothing in this I can recommend.. I've played previous Moto Racer games and this one is not worthy to wear the title.

It's a bad, cheap racing game.

R.I.P Original Moto Racer series. While a moderately fun flash game, the voice acting, melodrama and horrible animations in
this game are a major turn off.. I hate to give this a thumbs down but its not worth 12 bucks i heasitated and bought it on sell
and i'm glade i did. These type of games was all i use to play thats why its so sad. The thinking to this game is what bought it
down. Here we go, enemies run behind the scene was an old complaint and they dare do it here that was the first strike,
characters are ugly and very unapealing 2. the costumes not even worth a laugh 3. upgrades are not worth it and expensive 4,
animation was too little and/or just ok 5 no reason to go on they should have thought it through. Main stream gamers are the
largest community of gaming industry so with all the unfunny lame goofy stuff they did they missed the biggest money
community in gaming. Goofyness rarely do well in gameing 99 vides should have made it a lot more 18 then anything. Well
guess i should mention the combat I guess. The punch to kick combos are ok but you have to buy them. The enemies get
stronger but your character stays the same. You'll find yourself spaming the same move in later stages just to get through the
stage o well 5 out of 10. action fighter fans (beat em up fans) will be ok with it every one else will hate it. While playing this
game, I broke my: -Monitor
  -Lamp
  -Mic
  -Chair
  -Cat
  -And my bones when I tripped over my chair and fell on the floor, face first...

10/10 would break again. Just Now Started This One. Ze Operator Spake: If GOD Be With You, Who Can Be Against You? Is
It Not That GOD Es TOTALLY With You When You Are Born Again? Yea, For Ye Be ONE Of His.. Fun little paranoia
game.

Find changes and continue... not much else.. Hands down my least favorite game of the series. The story bits are too far apart, so
much that you'll start losing interest. Some new features were added but I didn't like them at all. It was all too confusing.

The main things start very late in the game. Also, I actually got the main plot twist before even getting there. The previous two
in the series at least had me wondering the fate of the characters.

But then again, I wouldn't want to miss the storyline so I recommend it anyway. It's just that Aveyond 3-2: Gates of Night set the
bar really high. When I finished it, I actually missed the gameplay and the characters.

So don't miss it because the character interactions, the story and the scene before the final battle makes it worthwhile in my
opinion.
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